WORLD-CLASS JOINT
FIRES CAPABILITY
INDIVIDUAL, TEAM AND
COLLECTIVE TRAINING
Inzpire has over 15 years’ experience in delivering
world class individual, team and collective training to
all UK Joint Fires personnel including Combined Arms
Headquarters, Joint Fires Cells, Fire Support Teams,
Joint Terminal Attack Controllers (JTACs) and Tactical
Air Control Parties (TACPs). We have also worked
with several multi-national organisations to deliver
high-end training, products and services.
Our experts have delivered over 1,000 exercises,
designed more than 5,000 individual training
vignettes and trained in excess of 12,000 service
personnel in synthetic and live fire pre-deployment
training exercises.

OUR TRAINING
Inzpire’s vision is to deliver the very best live and
synthetic training in the world, to single-service,
joint and international customers.
The unrivalled breadth of experience and expertise
of our team encompasses every area of training from
high-end multi-domain ‘war fighting’ to human factors
and decision support training.
We aim to deliver a blended solution which
seamlessly incorporates an efficient and effective
balance of live and synthetic training, designed to
conform to international standards.
We provide an ‘end-to-end’ training solution; from
training needs analysis to design and delivery,
through to analysis via data collection and a
uniquely delivered after-action-review.
Our training events take individuals, teams and
collective organisations through the plan, brief,
execute and debrief process, providing immersive
decision-making training in high-stress environments
through the provision of carefully crafted and
controlled training scenarios.
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OUR SERVICES
The planning and coordination of a complex
multi-dimensional battle space is fundamental to
mission success.
Our training is progressive, and we cover the whole
spectrum of individual, team and collective training for
both the soldier on the ground as well as the aircrew
delivering the effects.
Our training has been proven to reduce the chances
of unacceptable fratricide by enhancing the skills
required to deliver timely and accurate fire from all
available platforms on the battlefield.
We build and enhance our clients’ confidence in
planning, integration and terminal control of fires
by delivering bespoke, high-value training solutions
which include:

needs analysis
• Training
• Establishing enduring Joint Fires training courses
Linked Close Air Support and Attack Helicopter
• Aircrew
training packages
National
JTAC program development
• Consolidation/currency
training packages
• JTAC school development
• international accreditation) (leading to
JTAC standards development
• National
Collective
• and reviewtraining exercise design, delivery
Basic to advanced application of Joint Fires
• and
integration of ISTAR assets

OUR COURSES
Inzpire’s air-land integration courses are designed and
delivered by highly experienced ex-military personnel,
each with decades of expertise both on the frontline
and delivering training to armed forces worldwide.
Completion of our JTAC training, TACP course
and/ or Joint Fires Observer (JFO) training will allow
participating organisations to apply for inclusion on
the relevant Memorandum of Agreements.
Those participating in our JTAC, JFO or TACP training
will experience immersive, challenging curriculums
which teach students everything from basic controls
to advanced battlespace management procedures
whilst increasing their ability to operate under
combat pressure.
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